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With Shareable Topics you can easily
get resources out to specific audiences
you connect with. Add and curate
resources within the topic to your
heart's content. Users can easily add
your custom topic directly to their
Personal Profile - making your topic
part of their homebase. You can add,
delete and edit your topics and
resources and they are immediately
updated everywhere.

We get to know your team's purpose,
goals & unique situation
We take your team through a visual
mapping process to identify
relationships and resources
We prepopulate your Team Profile
and Resource Collection for you
We teach you to use your Profile and
Collection most effectively
Custom support plans are available
where we help you maintain and grow
your team's CommunityScape

T E A M  P ROF I L E  &  R E SOURC E  C O L L E C T ION

We provide training and a self-guided on boarding process
You can quickly clip and store files, pictures, videos, and data from various
online locations into your Resource Collection
You can organize your Collection into relevant topics 
You can connect with people and organizations you trust and add their
resources into your Team Collection and topics

We build a customized Team Profile and Team Resource Collection for your
group, organization or community

You can share your topics and resources with others

talk to us  www.communityscape.life/contact

SH A R EA B L E  TOP I C ONB OA RD for teams



Why is CommunityScape the best way to organize our online relationships and resources?
We have designed our platform with the express purpose of being the best way to organize
relationships and resources across complex organizations and communities. There is no
advertising, no data exploitation, no trolls - just a real partner working with you to organize your
online world.

What are some ways that teams and organizations use their CommunityScape?
Groups and small organizations generally build their Profile and Resource Collection around
their central purpose (e.g. environmental education, showcasing the arts, regional tourism,
growing entrepreneurship, science education, etc). Larger organizations might start with a
focused project such as a cross team initiative or a cross-organizational project. However you
choose to initially focus your CommunityScape, there is lots of room to learn, adapt and grow.

What will the process be like for creating our CommunityScape?
Our aim is to make the process to building and growing your CommunityScape creative and fun.  
No matter which package you chose, our process offers the opportunity to engage with the deep
capacity and richness of your community ecosystem. Each time we work with a new client, we
walk away renewed and inspired. We think you will too!

How do we maintain our CommunityScape?
Our platform is designed to make it easy for you to add relationships and resources. Our basic
maintenance plan allow us to keep all your tech running smoothly. We also work with our clients
and users to continually adapt, improve and add new features. Our maintenance plus plan gives
you an account representative that is here to help you make your CommunityScape successful.
You can contract for additional Community Engagement Specialist time to help you grow your
CommunityScape relationship and resource infrastructure.

Will our CommunityScape grow with us?
Everything is connected in CommunityScape. Over time, it is easy to connect Resources, Topics,
Profiles and Collections together into a full-bodied infrastructure.

Frequently Asked Questions

Team Profile & Collection Team Profile & Collection Plus Shareable Topic

We build a customized Profile and
Collection for your group, team, or
organization. Your team populates
resources and relationships using
our self-guided onboard process.

We build and populate a customized
Profile and Collection for your team,
group or organization - facilitating

your team through our resource
mapping and design process.

We build you a custom shareable
topic. This allows you to manage a

set of resources that users can add
to their Personal Profile.

How do we get started?
Visit www.communityscape.life/contact to start a conversation about the best approach for you.
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